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Part of the charm of health

psychology is the focus on

direct applicability of our

research results. There is

also a risk in there, however,

which is that our research can be focused more

on obtaining applied results (e.g., the key

determinants of achieving sufficient physical

exercise within a particular population within a

particular context) rather than contributing to a

cumulative science through methodological and

theoretical progress. Yet, the fact that our

results might be applied immediately and

influence behaviour of at-risk groups,

prevention/health care workers, and policy

makers, makes it even more important that the

methods are sound and the conclusions valid.

We need to take time to consolidate the

methods we have established over the short life

of our discipline and to identify the areas where

we need to critique and improve our methods.

We are therefore excited that EHPS has decided

to run a Methods in health psychology track,

starting in 2013 in beautiful Bordeaux.

In this article we want to discuss, first, an

approach that we think could—if more widely

adopted—contribute to a field with a richer,

firmer set of research methods suitable for

attacking the questions arising from both theory

and practice; that generates conclusions that are

valid; offers insights that are interesting and

valuable for health psychology as a science

rather than for the selective group of people

working on the same health topic in a similar

context; and that this is seen as an ongoing

process where every investigation has the

potential to contribute to better research

methods and to advance theory while generating

findings of practical use for promoting people’s

health and well-being. In other words, an

approach that lets us find out what we really

know. After that we discuss how this approach

could translate to health psychology, and we

end with suggestions of topics that could be

covered in the new health psychology methods

track.

In the Methods track, we expect to highlight

and consolidate not only the key advances in

commonly used research methods, but also to

identify opportunities for (more rapid) progress

that may not have been exploited to date due to

researchers having paid more attention to

applied outcomes than to the methodological

and theoretical implications, i.e. the ‘missed

opportunities’. Reviews of 25 years of health

psychology (Johnston, Weinman and Chater,

2011) and comments we have received suggest

this is timely and that many health

psychologists are in fact concerned about these

issues. So we offer our reflections as a starting

point for debate within our research community,

which will hopefully translate into thought-

provoking symposia in the newly established

Methods track.

What approach produces rapid scientific

progress?

As a young discipline, it has been important

to demonstrate that we can make relevant

contributions. For example, our work on

developing an intervention to reduce disability

following stroke has been implemented by the
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Scottish Government (Johnston et al 2007),

psychometric approaches are now part of the

expected standards in the measurement of

health outcomes (Bowling, 2001), and we are

currently developing national guidelines and an

implementation strategy for the delivery of

‘current best practice’ in HIV adherence care

based on the results of meta-analyses (de Bruin

et al, 2009; 2010). Without achieving this kind

of base, health psychologists would not attract

the funding to continue their work. However,

the drive to produce results that are directly

applicable can result in a confirming and narrow

mind set, and can lead to repetitive work that

does not present a relevant scientific or

theoretical advance (e.g., the umpteenth

observational cross-sectional study showing that

the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) constructs

explain a health behaviour). So what mind set

could help us rise above these applicable

outcomes?

In 1964, Platt published a paper in Science in

which he reflected on fields where scientific

progress was more rapid than in others.

According to Platt, the usual explanations like

“the tractability of the subject, or the quality of

men drawn into it, of the size of the research

contracts are important but inadequate”. He

suggested that in the most prolific fields there

is a culture of applying ‘Strong inference

methods’, of which the separate elements are no

different from “the old-fashioned method of

inductive inference that goes back to Francis

Bacon” (Platt, 1964). What Platt refers to as

Strong Inference is the systematic, formal and

explicit application of the following steps

following the initial proposition of an

hypothesis, theory or explanation: (1) Formulate

alternative explanations that could explain

observed results; (2) Devise a crucial test (or

several) that will exclude one or more of these

explanations; (3) Carry out the research; and

repeat this cycle by making sub hypotheses and

sequential hypotheses to refine the options that

remain. In this way an initial invention moves

along the branches of a logical tree, with several

options (i.e. , hypotheses) at each fork that are

then refuted, leaving one option open which is

then pursued leading to the next fork, and so

forth, until a particular conclusion has been

reached. Platt observed that in the most

productive fields Strong Inference was

integrated in all thinking, publications,

conference presentations, and so forth. So after

one group published their results and

conclusions, including possible alternative

explanations and tests, other groups also

pursued these ideas, confirmed or refuted the

hypotheses, presented the alternative

explanations and experiments for their findings,

and so forth; progressing efficiently up the same

logic tree.

An interesting side-effect of this approach of

framing multiple alternative hypotheses for

one’s research findings is that people do not

become too attached to a single hypothesis; in

fact, researchers can take pride in formulating

alternative hypotheses and clever experiments

that can then be pursued and confirmed or

refuted by others, thereby contributing to

scientific progress beyond the results of their

own experiments. There are more interesting

ideas in this paper, but we would like to

highlight this Strong Inference approach since

we could probably use a bit of this ourselves.

What approach might produce more rapid

progress in health psychology?

So how does this rationale translate to health

psychology (Platt reflected on fields like

molecular biology)? We think, first, that many

of our applied studies permit us to ask more

questions and pose more hypotheses that go

beyond the applied questions, and thereby

contribute to resolving ongoing theoretical or

methodological debates. Second, after studying
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these initial hypotheses (regardless of whether

these are confirmed or not), we could generate

alternative explanations for the results obtained

and propose methods required to test these

alternative hypotheses. These steps could be

adopted in observational and intervention/

experimental studies with diverse research

designs and methods. By focusing our applied

studies more on hypotheses of wider scientific

interest, by generating alternative hypotheses,

and through critiquing the methods we use, we

may be able to reach conclusions that are

relevant not only for the application, but which

inform theoretical and methodological

development in the field as a whole.

To give an example for observational studies,

let’s return to the example of the TPB (the

umpteenth…). We can see that the results of

such a study may be relevant for the applied

context, but they can additionally test whether,

for example, attitudes are more predictive of

intention than subjective norms, which kind of

attitudes and which kind of subjective norm is

most relevant, or how subjective norms can best

be measured; they may also allow simultaneous

testing of different hypotheses about the

intention-behaviour gap brought forward

previously by others (e.g. explanations based on

intention stability, planning ability, or self-

regulatory skills; e.g. de Bruin et al. , 2012;

DiBonaventura & Chapmann, 2005; Sniehotta,

Nagy, Scholz & Schwarzer, 2006), or studying

the impact of past behaviour in the model (does

it capture habit or does it mainly control for

confounding?); or examine what is left of the

theory when it is tested using a within- and

between-subject repeated-measures model that

captures change over time; or the difference in

results when a subjective versus objective

behavioural measure is being used as the

dependent variable.

To give an illustration for intervention

studies, consider the example of an intervention

directed at increasing the uptake of an effective

treatment. Whereas for that study the key

outcome is whether it does indeed result in an

improved uptake, one might also test theoretical

or methodological hypotheses of wider interest,

such as whether the delivery of particular

behaviour change techniques indeed produce

the intended change in determinants and

behaviour, and if so for whom and under what

conditions; evaluate the role of demand

characteristics (McCambridge, de Bruin, &

Witton, 2012) and other potential sources of

bias; comparing different methods for assessing

and controlling for variability in care provided

to control groups; or comparing the feasibility

and accuracy of different measures for assessing

the quality of intervention delivery. If we

identify the ‘hot topics’ in our field, and in our

applied studies consistently pit hypotheses

directed towards such theoretical and

methodological questions against each other, as

a field we could become much more efficient in

understanding the processes involved and the

conditions under which each of these

hypotheses may hold.

So how is this linked with the starting point

of this paper, namely a new EHPS conference

track on research methods? We think that by

putting more emphasis on methods, we will be

able to ask the questions and present the

evidence compatible with adopting a Strong

Inference approach. Upon hearing an

explanation for a result, we will have the

opportunity to ask the question ‘But what

investigation could disprove your hypothesis?’

(cf. Platt), and to reflect at a higher level on the

scientific nature of our research (e.g.

formulation of initial and alternative hypotheses

beyond the applied question at hand) and on

how our designs, measures and

analytical/statistical models could be

challenged. Our hypothesis (or hope) is that by

de Bruin & Johnston
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increasing the emphasis on improving our

methods, we will encourage the research

practices compatible with a Strong Inference

approach, which could lead to an—if not

exponential, than a substantial—increase in the

advancement of our theory, the quality of

research methods, and the impact of our

research.

What methodological issues do we need to

address?

There are numerous methodological challenges

in the field of health psychology. We invite you

to propose your ideas and symposia for the

methods track for the 2013 conference and for

subsequent conferences. In order to illustrate

the breadth of topics we might consider, the

Table 1. Possible methodological questions that could be central to a symposium

methods in health psychology
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table identifies potential methodological topics

and questions as they may occur throughout the

process of research reported in a typical journal

article or research grant application. Topics for

future methods symposia might be derived from

these or other topics—but no doubt you will

have ideas that are more original than ours. We

hope that with this paper, a yearly symposium

on Methods in health psychology of which an

overview will be presented in this Bulletin, and

the Methodology track, we will see an increased

rigor and impact of our discipline.
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